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***

“I served in the IDF 25 years ago, in the intelligence forces. There’s no way Israel did
not know of what’s coming. A cat moving alongside the fence is triggering all forces. So
this?? 

What happened to the “strongest army in the world”?

How come border  crossings  were  wide  open??  Something  is  VERY WRONG HERE,
something is very strange, this chain of events is very unusual and not typical for the
Israeli defense system.

To me this surprise attack seems like a planned operation. On all fronts.”

– (Statement by Efrat Fenigson, former IDF intelligence,  October 7, 2023, emphasis
added) [1]

“Anyone who wants to thwart the establishment of a Palestinian state has to support
bolstering Hamas and transferring money to Hamas, … This is part of our strategy – to
isolate the Palestinians in Gaza from the Palestinians in the West Bank.”

-( Benjamin Netanyahu, meeting of his Likud party’s Knesset members in March 2019.
 (Haaretz, October 9, 2023, emphasis added)

“These are the basic lines of the national government headed by me [Netanyahu]: The
Jewish people have an exclusive and unquestionable right to all areas of the Land of
Israel. The government will promote and develop settlement in all parts of the Land of
Israel — in the Galilee, the Negev, the Golan, Judea and Samaria.”

– (Benjamin Netanyahu, January 2023. emphasis added) [2]
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The massive October  7  attack by the “Palestinian resistance group” Hamas on Jewish
communities in Israel close to the border with Gaza served the purpose of being the very
trigger Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu needed to finally secure his dream of all
parts of the Land of Israel. Including Gaza.

In the name of the war that Hamas triggered, Netanyahu, together with all his opposition
colleagues announced his determination to completely devastate the menace the attackers
represented and has urged all citizens of the world’s single biggest open-air concentration
camp to move south before they commence with their cleansing procedure.

Airstrikes have already struck several buildings in Gaza, including schools and hospitals, and
 the United Nations Relief  and Works Agency for  Palestine Refugees in  the Near East
(UNRWA) says:

“Thousands of people have been killed, including children and women. Gaza is
now even running out of body bags. Entire families are being ripped apart.

“At least 1 million people were forced to flee their homes in one week alone. A
river of people continues to flow south. No place is safe in Gaza.

“At  least  400,000  displaced  (persons)  are  now  in  UNRWA  schools  and
buildings, and most are not equipped as emergency shelters….

“The UNRWA operations is the largest United Nations footprint in the Gaza
Strip, and we are on the verge of collapse.

“This is absolutely unprecedented.”[3]

What we are witnessing folks is the genocide of Palestinians.

And  yet  Western  leaders,  including  Canadian  Prime  Minister  Justin  Trudeau  and  U.S.
President Joe Biden, are passionate about standing alongside Israel referring to it as “self-
defence.” [4]

Russia clearly does not have the same latitude. [5][6]

The description is typically referred to as Israel’s 9/11. And just as U.S. President George W
Bush “earned” the sympathies of the world, and certainly NATO, in his cry to strike back
against  the  September  11th  terrorists,  Netanyahu  twenty-two  years  later  is  similarly
benefiting from a lack of criticism given the crisis on his step. [7]

Will 2.3 million Palestinians be moved from their homes or killed in the name of “being with
Israel or being with the terrorists?” The Global Research News Hour looks into this matter
and the many questions arising from it in a jam-packed sixty minute show.

In our first half hour, two veteran anti-war activists in Canada, Yves Engler and Ken Stone,

https://radio4all.net/download/116589/128246/140230/?url=
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/sirens-warning-incoming-rockets-sound-around-gaza-near-tel-aviv-2023-10-07/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20230103-jewish-supremacy-is-state-policy-says-netanyahu/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20230103-jewish-supremacy-is-state-policy-says-netanyahu/
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talk about public actions protesting the Canadian Liberal government and the left-oriented
New Democratic Party for appearing to stand “should to shoulder” with Netanyahu and his
gang regardless of the clear illegal stance in the present and in the days ahead. In our
second half hour, journalist Robert Inlakesh talks about the fake news and dis-information
coming from the Israeli side to contaminate the West’s appraisal of the conflict. And finally,
Philip Giraldi, a former counter-terrorist expert living in the U.S., spelled out how this attack
by Hamas which sparked a brand new war on terrorism was also a false flag incident.

Yves Engler has been dubbed “one of the most important voices on the Canadian Left
today” (Briarpatch), “in the mould of I.F. Stone” (Globe and Mail), and “part of that rare but
growing  group  of  social  critics  unafraid  to  confront  Canada’s  self-satisfied  myths”  (Quill  &
Quire). He has published nine books.

Ken Stone is  a  long time antiwar,  anti-racism,  environmental  and labour  activist,  and
resident in Hamilton. He is also Treasurer of the Hamilton Coalition to Stop the War. He
currently coordinates the Canada-Wide Peace and Justice Network.

Robert Inlakesh is a political analyst, journalist and documentary filmmaker currently based
in London, UK. He has reported from and lived in the occupied Palestinian territories and
hosts the show ‘Palestine Files’. Director of ‘Steal of the Century: Trump’s Palestine-Israel
Catastrophe’. Follow him on Twitter @falasteen47

Philip M. Giraldi,  Ph.D.,  is Executive Director of the Council  for the National Interest,  a
501(c)3 tax deductible educational foundation (Federal ID Number #52-1739023) that seeks
a more interests-based U.S.  foreign policy in the Middle East.  He is  a former counter-
terrorism specialist and military analyst for the CIA, and also a founding member of the
Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity, Website is councilforthenationalinterest.org,
address is P.O. Box 2157, Purcellville VA 20134 and its email is inform@cnionline.org.

He is a regular contributor to Global Research.
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Transcript of Philip Giraldi, October 18, 2023
a
Global Research: Mr. Giraldi, the thought that this was an intelligence failure is a
possibility.  For all  their  attempts to spy on the people of  Gaza,  is  there not the
possibility that maybe Hamas is more skilled than the Israeli army gives them credit
for? Possibly passing on information even more delicately than any listening device or
monitor could pick up. And even powerful entities like the Israeli Intelligence can slip
up from time to time. They aren’t perfect. Based on your own on-the-ground work in
intelligence, what aspects of this case, in your view, just doesn’t pass the sniff test?

Philip Giraldi: Well, there are a number of things that don’t pass the sniff test here.
You’re quite right in stating that there are intelligence failures. I’ve certainly witnessed
enough of them when I was working for the US government. This is always a

http://hamiltoncoalitiontostopthewar.ca/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=ef857f90767dcdaaJmltdHM9MTY5NzU4NzIwMCZpZ3VpZD0yODI2OGQwZS05YmM1LTYwMzYtMzE1Ny05ZTU1OWE2ZjYxYjUmaW5zaWQ9NTk3Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=28268d0e-9bc5-6036-3157-9e559a6f61b5&psq=philip+giraldi+bio&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcXVvdGUub3JnL3dpa2kvUGhpbGlwX0dpcmFsZGk&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=ef857f90767dcdaaJmltdHM9MTY5NzU4NzIwMCZpZ3VpZD0yODI2OGQwZS05YmM1LTYwMzYtMzE1Ny05ZTU1OWE2ZjYxYjUmaW5zaWQ9NTk3Ng&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=28268d0e-9bc5-6036-3157-9e559a6f61b5&psq=philip+giraldi+bio&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcXVvdGUub3JnL3dpa2kvUGhpbGlwX0dpcmFsZGk&ntb=1
mailto:inform@cnionline.org
https://radio4all.net/download/116589/128246/140230/?url=
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possibility. People make mistakes, they misinterpret. In this case, we have a whole
series of separate confirmations that the intelligence, or the information, that Hamas
was planning something at or around the day when we’re speaking of, is basically too
strong to say that this was a failure. The Egyptians, for example, who control the
southern border of Gaza, gave intelligence to the Israeli government saying that
something was about to occur. And this was days before the attack actually took
place.

The United States government more recently, after the attack, a congressman who’s
head of the House Intelligence Committee confirmed that US intelligence had
information suggesting that something was about to occur, and this was also passed
on to Israeli intelligence at the highest levels. So, that was confirmed.

And the third thing I would point out, is that the Israelis, of course, have all of Gaza, or
two or three sides of Gaza, completely surrounded and enclosed by electronic fences
and listening and photographic devices and also have the airspace over it controlled
by photographic and recognizance drones. In addition to that, the Israelis had
informants of their own inside Gaza. And we have also subsequently learned that the
Hamas people were actually out in the open training to do this exercise to go into the
Israeli territory. So, this was quite visible, quite known to a lot of people.

So, that means, to me, that the Israeli government, for reasons of its own, decided it
wanted this to go forward. And they were probably quite surprised at how effective it
was. But they wanted it to go forward for various political reasons.

GR: Mm-hmm. You just mentioned a US intelligence informant. I know that Israeli and
US intelligence tend to work together to a great extent and the reaction would have
involved a US and possibly other members of NATO to respond in support. Assuming
this was a – you know, something that was already known. A false flag, if you will.
Would the US likely have been on board?

PG: Well, that’s, of course, a very good question. I would suspect this is a case where
Israel would be hiding cards, would be very careful about telling the US too much. I
suspect that the Israelis wanted this to kind of remain a false flag, so nobody would be
accusing them of killing their own citizens, which is what occurred in this case. So,
they probably wanted to be careful about who was an insider on knowing this
information.

I would think that they did not share this kind of information with anyone. And they
were hoping that this would spark a willingness on the part of NATO and the United
States to support a massive Israeli counter-attack on Gaza which could effectively
destroy the entire Gaza Strip.

GR: Does the Israeli government offer any kind of an answer to why Mossad – plus the
tip from the Egyptians and from the Americans – why this would – how this would elicit
a drop – a drop – in the security concerns?

PG: Yeah, no. They’ve been – that’s the one subject they’re not talking about. They’re
accepting that their security people – meaning their intelligence and their military –
dropped the ball on this because that’s part of the story they want to promote. But at
the same time, they’re not saying, ‘Well, why were you asleep when this information
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was coming in from Egypt, from the United States our closest ally? And also from
visual and physical observation, what was going on inside Gaza and around it and you
didn’t respond to it.’

GR: Hm. The enemy in 9/11 was Al-Qaeda, okay? In this case, in the case of this recent
attack on Israel, it’s Hamas. But a number of people have stated that Hamas is
financially supported by Israel. Just like Al-Qaeda and Osama Bin-Laden were
supported by the US as – you know, the website and, you know, other people have
been putting forward, like Michel Chossudovsky. Not that people in these groups are
necessarily aware of that support. Could you run down for us how Hamas’ existence,
with their intense hatred and military means can actually play into Israel’s hands?

PG: Yeah, well you have to go back to about 2006 when there were elections in what
we would refer to at that time as Palestine, the Palestinian Territories which consisted
then of Gaza and the West Bank. There was a fiercely contested election pitting
Hamas against Arafat’s group Fatah. And this was seen as an opportunity by Israel,
and to a certain extent the United States, to split the Palestine political movement. In
other words, cut them politically and physically in half. So, Israel basically created or
was involved in the creation of Hamas, and indeed did fund it in the beginning and for
quite some time thereafter to keep it as a force to oppose Fatah and keep the
Palestinians from becoming unified, which the Israelis saw as a bigger threat than
having them divided in two, even if the one half, Hamas, is technically – or was
technically, and is technically – hostile, very hostile, to the Israeli state.

GR: Hm. So, well since we have the analogy with 9/11, or maybe it’s more like Pearl
Harbor in the sense that it was foreknowledge. Do you see this strategy working the
same way that the Pearl Harbor attack did or the September 11th attack did, basically
giving Israel clearance to wage a genocidal attack against the Palestinians in Gaza?
Since it seemed to be – it seemed to work on world leaders, so far. Or will it be
derailed at some point? What do you think?

PG: Well, that depends on how it plays out. But I think your analogy is correct. I mean,
what happened at Pearl Harbor? Well, there was an attack against a United States
military installation, which the US government knew about in advance, but Franklin D.
Roosevelt allowed it to happen because he wanted the United States to get involved in
the Second World War for various reasons. And the same thing with 9/11.

The Israelis clearly, clearly knew about what – that something was going to happen,
that we call 9/11. Now whether it was involving airplanes or explosives or, you know,
people still argue about that. But the fact is, that they knew about it in advance. They
were set up and celebrating in advance knowing that this was going to take place.

So, they also got a benefit out of it in the same way: the United States suddenly
turned from being somewhat neutral on Middle Eastern politics in a lot of ways, and
became firmly an opponent to the War on Terror. The War on Terror was a war on a
number of Middle Eastern states and Central Asian states, all of which were Muslim.
So, this was pleasing to the Israelis. So, there are very strong similarities. This would
have been a similar (inaudible) bringing the support of the Europeans and the United
States and into Israel for going into Gaza and cleaning it out was probably the
objective of doing what they did.
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The Global Research News Hour airs every Friday at 1pm CT on CKUW 95.9FM out of the University of
Winnipeg. The programme is also podcast at globalresearch.ca .

Other stations airing the show:

CIXX 106.9 FM, broadcasting from Fanshawe College in London, Ontario. It airs Sundays at 6am.

WZBC 90.3 FM in Newton Massachusetts is Boston College Radio and broadcasts to the greater Boston
area. The Global Research News Hour airs during Truth and Justice Radio which starts Sunday at 6am.

Campus and community radio CFMH 107.3fm in  Saint John, N.B. airs the Global Research News Hour
Fridays at 7pm.

CJMP 90.1 FM, Powell River Community Radio, airs the Global Research News Hour every Saturday at
8am. 

Caper Radio CJBU 107.3FM in Sydney, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia airs the Global Research News Hour
starting Wednesday afternoon from 3-4pm.

Cowichan Valley Community Radio CICV 98.7 FM serving the Cowichan Lake area of Vancouver Island,
BC airs the program Thursdays at 9am pacific time.
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